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Part 1: General Comments

No changes were introduced in the syllabus; the general plan of the examination remained 
unchanged.  The overall standard was disappointing and lower than in previous years.  The results this 
year showed that only a small number of candidates managed to attain high grades.  The level of the 
knowledge of the subject of some candidates was very poor.  These candidates answered only the 
first part of the question, which normally requested the candidate to copy the given figure.  The 
solutions presented on their drawing paper were those of SEC level.
Candidates sitting for examinations at this level should be aware that their particulars are written 
legibly on all the drawing sheets used and that the papers presented to the invigilators are properly 
stapled.  Incomplete candidate information and stating the number of drawing paper sheets used 
incorrectly hinder the work of the examiners who are then obliged to rectify these errors.
For most questions where a solution would have been difficult to understand, 3D illustrations were 
presented, sometimes in step-by-step form.  Marks were often also lost or forfeited by candidates who
either failed to read questions or did not do what was asked of them.
In this examination candidates seemed to be conscious in the time that they have to devote to each 
question, allocating their time and ordering their priorities on the basis of the mark allocation for each 
section and question.  Other candidates however were not so cautious resulting in omitting question 
which carried high marks. 
It was pleasing to find that some of the candidates concentrated in producing a neat drawing, while 
others used thick bold lines to draw the solutions.  Candidates are to bear in mind that, each solution 
should show the method adopted of obtaining the solution.

Part 2: Statistical Information  
   
The distribution of grades for the May 2013 examination session are presented below:

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 5 14 22 20 22 15 2 100
% of Total 5 14 22 20 22 15 2 100

Part 3: Comments regarding candidate’s performance

SECTION A
Four questions had to be attempted from this section.

Question No.1. Conics 
This question was the most popular one in section A.  It consisted in the construction of an ellipse 
terminating between points A and B, the directrix and transverse axis at a given angle.  The position of 
the vertex was printed on the given figure, whilst the focus had to be determined using the stated ratio 
of eccentricity.  The normal at point N had to be constructed geometrically.
A large number of candidates, got full marks in this question indicating a good knowledge of the topic.  
Some candidates failed to locate the focus accurately and did not use the eccentricity ratio stated.  
Others even inverted the eccentricity ratio resulting in a totally different conic.  The eccentricity line 
was not drawn accurately obviously resulting in an inaccurate solution.  Furthermore, some candidates 
used 5mm and 4mm for the construction of the eccentricity line resulting in a larger error and thus an 
inaccurate angle. A few candidates although drawing the eccentricity line properly, didn’t use the focus 
as the centre of the arcs, but instead used the point of intersection of the lines parallel to the directrix 
to the transverse axis.  Some candidates found the other vertex, by trial and error while others 
estimated the location of the vertex.  Only a minority of the candidates found the location of the other 
vertex mathematically and some candidates didn’t terminate the ellipse on A and B.  The majority of 
candidates labelled all the parts of the ellipse.
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Some candidates did not draw the normal properly; they drew two lines from the point requested to 
both vertices instead of the foci and bisected the angle.  A number of candidates constructed the 
normal to the ellipse as if it was a parabola.

Average 1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted
10.87 10 37 31 22

Question 2: Development:
This question required the candidates to draw the development of an oblique cone truncated by an 
ellipse.
A limited number of candidates did not draw the diagram with the correct given dimensions.   
Though the major and minor axes were given, some candidates failed to draw the ellipse.  Some 
candidates used the circle for the major axis to truncate the oblique cone.  It seems that a large 
number of candidates did not understand the question and constructed the curve of interpenetration in 
the plan without this being requested.  
Some candidates mistook the right cone for that of an oblique cone, for they drew the generators on 
the plan, from the base to the centre of the circle instead of joining the generators from the base of the 
cone to the apex.  This produced an incorrect solution.
The majority of candidates were not able to find the true lengths of the oblique cone properly and 
some candidates treated the oblique cone as if it were a right cone when drawing the surface 
development.  A few candidates constructed the true lengths of the generators but did not use them 
when constructing the surface development of the oblique cone. Some candidates presented the 
wrong half of the surface development.  The symmetry symbol was rarely used and some candidates 
constructed the complete surface development instead of the requested part.  Some candidates 
located the points on the development and joined these points by using straight lines instead of 
curves.   Not all candidates presented the top and bottom truncations on the development correctly, 
using the lengths from the true lengths.

Average 1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted
6.53 36 25 5 34

3
Question 3: Interpenetration:
This question was the least popular question with the lowest average marks in section A implying a 
poor knowledge of the topic by the majority of candidates.  Candidates were asked to draw the lines of 
intersection between two solids; a square based pyramid and a triangular prism.
Some candidates were not able to copy the auxiliary view, while others left it out completely, ignoring 
what was stated in the question and tried to complete the rest of the question without the use of the 
auxiliary view.
Many candidates managed to draw the front elevation and plan of both solids.  The majority of the 
candidates preferred to use the generator method to solve the line of intersection between the two 
solids.  Very few candidates adopted the horizontal section (slicing) method.  Some candidates drew 
the generators in the auxiliary but forgot to transfer these generators onto the plan and the front 
elevation.  A number of candidates only drew the generators on one side of the plan and front 
elevation resulting in a wrong construction.  Only a limited number of candidates transferred the points 
on the respective generators.   Few candidates used the ridge points and only a limited number of 
others drew the hidden detail properly.
The few candidates who decided to adopt the horizontal section method to obtain the lines of 
intersection did not produce a satisfactory solution. 

Average 1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted
5.85 39 19 2 40

Question 4: Forces:
In this question the candidates were required to find the equilibrant of five non-concurrent forces acting 
on a given square ABCD.  
Some candidates didn’t copy the space diagram using the required scale.  Others used Bow’s notation 
in all parts of the solution showing a poor understanding of the graphical statistics method used.  
Some candidates did not use the proper scale to draw the force diagram whilst others used a load line 
instead of a force diagram.  Letters on the space diagram were mixed with the letters used for Bow’s 
Notation and a few didn’t manage to draw all the forces on the force diagram.  This part of the question 
was constructed properly by the majority of candidates. However, some candidates mixed the direction 
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of the resultant with the direction of the equilibrant which was required.  Some candidates gave the 
direction of the equilibrant to the vertical and not to the horizontal as required.
Only a limited number of candidates constructed the last part of this question, namely finding the 
location of the equilibrant by using a polar diagram and copying the lines on the space diagram thus 
constructing the link polygon.

Average 1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted
8.16 20 39 9 32

Question 5: Solids In Contact:
Two spheres resting on the horizontal plane and in mutual contact with each other were presented and 
a right cone was to be placed touching both spheres.  The cone had to be placed so as to be visible in 
the front elevation.  The points of contact had to be clearly indicated. 
Accuracy and neatness in this subject is very important, especially in this type of question. Proper 
pencils with thin leads are recommended; some candidates used thick pencils resulting in an incorrect 
construction of the points of contact.  Candidates not familiar with solids in contact, started by drawing 
the spheres and cone on the plan and projecting the necessary lines and points of contacts to the front 
elevation.  This resulted in an incorrect solution.    Some candidates failed to show and project the 
points of contact, on both views.  
Some candidates started by drawing the cone first and got confused when trying to place the spheres 
around it, resulting in an incorrect answer.  A number of candidates tried to solve the question by 
constructing an auxiliary view, but abandoned the question finding this method rather time consuming.  
Some candidates constructed the cone on both sides of both spheres in the front elevation and then 
forgot to project the location of the cone and the point of contact to the plan.  A limited number of 
candidates found the position for the cone on the plan without showing the adequate construction lines 
on the front elevation.
The hidden detail was drawn properly by a minor number of candidates whilst others did not interpret 
the position of the spheres and the cone properly in conjunction with the hidden detail. 

Average 1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted
6.17 44 20 5 31

SECTION B
One question had to be attempted.

Question No. 6. Machine drawing
A pictorial drawing together with detailed drawings of an adjustable bearing were presented in this 
question.  Candidates had to read the requirements of the question carefully, analyse the information 
given, study the instructions and make a reasonable attempt to present a decent sectional elevation of 
the assembled components.  When attempting questions dealing with machine drawings, candidates 
are to be familiar with the BS/ISO drawing standards, for unfortunately some solutions presented by 
the candidates did not conform to these recommendations.  This is a common mistake repeated 
frequently, even in previous years.
Although the details of the web on the adjustable bearing base were shown clearly in the illustration, 
some candidates were not able to draw correctly the sectional elevation of the base plate.  The 
regulations regarding sectioning states that;

i)  If a web is cut along the axis, where the profile of the web is visible, the web is not 
    sectioned
ii) If the web is cut across the axis, where the thickness of the web is visible, it is 
    shown sectioned.

The section plane was shown passing through the axis of the two vertical posts and some candidates 
were not aware that these two posts were not to be drawn hatched but shown as an outside view.
Many candidates failed to notice that the bearing bracket and bushes were to be shown hatched at a 
different angle.  The recommended angle for hatching lines is 45º, using equally spaced thin lines.  A 
significant number of candidates still draw hatching lines at 30º and 60º.  Some candidates were not 
able to demonstrate their ability to read and evaluate engineering design drawings.  Weakness in 
knowledge regarding the standard regulations was apparent.

Average 1 to11 marks 12  to 23 marks Full Marks Not Attempted
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19.54 2 37 2 49

Question No. 7. Isometric view
An illustration of a bracket accompanied the question.  This was included to aid the candidates 
visualize better the hidden details shown in the given orthographic views.  The bracket was machined 
so as to slide onto a hexagonal bar.  Instructions how to present the isometric view of the component 
were clear and no scale was required.
It was clear that some candidates are still attempting this type of question, without drawing the crate 
first so that the orientation and space to be used is established.  The vertical web was drawn without 
any difficulty, but the horizontal web created some problems to the candidates and they lost marks for 
drawing the web incorrectly.
The rectangular plate of the bracket shown at an angle in the orthographic view was not plotted 
correctly on the isometric view.  Sloping lines on the orthographic views are easily located by using the 
x and y co-ordinates.  The note instructing candidates to leave construction lines showing how the 
solution is obtained was completely ignored.  The presentation was poor and untidy on many scripts.          

Average 1 to11 marks 12  to 23 marks Full Marks Not Attempted
18.23 6 44 3 47

SECTION C
Question No. 8.
One question had to be attempted
This question tested the candidates' ability to create visual elements to illustrate and clarify a written 
text.  The candidates were given a drawing and a written text which describe a situation where a 
computer operator was experiencing muscle fatigue due to bad posture.  The factors which led to the 
fatigue were specified graphically in the given drawing while suggested improvements were indicated 
in the written design brief.  The candidates were asked to design a poster which illustrates the ideal 
posture that minimises strains and pains.  
Nearly half of the candidates opted to answer this question.  The average mark was 16 out of 24 
marks.  The lowest mark was 7 and the highest was 21.  Most of the lower marks can be attributed to 
incomplete solutions due to lack of time left at the candidates' disposition.  Other marks were lost for 
the following reasons:

 Lack of drawing skills and improper proportions especially when depicting the human figure.
 Untidy rendering which spoils the underlying line drawing.
 Lack of generation of ideas at the preparatory drawing stage.
 Careless use of lettering.
 Unnecessary details which distract the viewer from the main message.
 Some candidates simply copied excerpts of the design brief to make the written analysis.

Average 1 to11 marks 12  to 23 marks Full Marks Not Attempted
16.02 8 43 0 49

Question No. 9.
The candidates were given a plan view and a front view of a room corner that was to be converted into 
a home office.  Isometric views of the proposed furniture were also given. The candidates were asked 
to produce an estimated two-point perspective drawing of the proposed room conversion.  
Less than 40% of the candidates attempted this question.  Some solutions were very good and it is 
evident that some candidates had extensive training in this topic.  Other candidates however, found 
difficulty in producing a two-point perspective and produced a single-point perspective drawing 
instead, thus losing valuable marks.  The average mark was 16.  The following is a list of 
shortcomings, which were noticed:

 Some candidates were not familiar with the two-point perspective drawing and tried to 
improvise and experiment during the examination.  This resulted in a confused outcome.

 Other candidates did not know the perspective rule that as tiles recede, they appear smaller 
and divided the sides of the room into equal divisions.

 There were a small number of candidates who used the revolved plan method to project the 
perspective drawing.  Although this method is accepted, the resulting drawing will be too small 
and less accurate than the perspective grid method.
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A few candidates drew an isometric projection of the room and lost a lot of marks.

Average 1 to11 marks 12  to 23 marks Full Marks Not Attempted
16.28 8 27 1 64

Chairperson
2013 Examination Panel
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Part 1: General Comments


No changes were introduced in the syllabus; the general plan of the examination remained unchanged.  The overall standard was disappointing and lower than in previous years.  The results this year showed that only a small number of candidates managed to attain high grades.  The level of the knowledge of the subject of some candidates was very poor.  These candidates answered only the first part of the question, which normally requested the candidate to copy the given figure.  The solutions presented on their drawing paper were those of SEC level. 


Candidates sitting for examinations at this level should be aware that their particulars are written legibly on all the drawing sheets used and that the papers presented to the invigilators are properly stapled.  Incomplete candidate information and stating the number of drawing paper sheets used incorrectly hinder the work of the examiners who are then obliged to rectify these errors.


For most questions where a solution would have been difficult to understand, 3D illustrations were presented, sometimes in step-by-step form.  Marks were often also lost or forfeited by candidates who either failed to read questions or did not do what was asked of them.


In this examination candidates seemed to be conscious in the time that they have to devote to each question, allocating their time and ordering their priorities on the basis of the mark allocation for each section and question.  Other candidates however were not so cautious resulting in omitting question which carried high marks. 


It was pleasing to find that some of the candidates concentrated in producing a neat drawing, while others used thick bold lines to draw the solutions.  Candidates are to bear in mind that, each solution should show the method adopted of obtaining the solution.


Part 2: Statistical Information   


The distribution of grades for the May 2013 examination session are presented below:

		GRADE

		A

		B

		C

		D

		E

		F

		Abs

		Total



		Number

		5

		14

		22

		20

		22

		15

		2

		100



		% of Total

		5

		14

		22

		20

		22

		15

		2

		100





Part 3: Comments regarding candidate’s performance

SECTION A


Four questions had to be attempted from this section.


Question No.1. Conics 


This question was the most popular one in section A.  It consisted in the construction of an ellipse terminating between points A and B, the directrix and transverse axis at a given angle.  The position of the vertex was printed on the given figure, whilst the focus had to be determined using the stated ratio of eccentricity.  The normal at point N had to be constructed geometrically.


A large number of candidates, got full marks in this question indicating a good knowledge of the topic.  Some candidates failed to locate the focus accurately and did not use the eccentricity ratio stated.  Others even inverted the eccentricity ratio resulting in a totally different conic.  The eccentricity line was not drawn accurately obviously resulting in an inaccurate solution.  Furthermore, some candidates used 5mm and 4mm for the construction of the eccentricity line resulting in a larger error and thus an inaccurate angle. A few candidates although drawing the eccentricity line properly, didn’t use the focus as the centre of the arcs, but instead used the point of intersection of the lines parallel to the directrix to the transverse axis.  Some candidates found the other vertex, by trial and error while others estimated the location of the vertex.  Only a minority of the candidates found the location of the other vertex mathematically and some candidates didn’t terminate the ellipse on A and B.  The majority of candidates labelled all the parts of the ellipse.


Some candidates did not draw the normal properly; they drew two lines from the point requested to both vertices instead of the foci and bisected the angle.  A number of candidates constructed the normal to the ellipse as if it was a parabola.

		Average

		1 to 6 Marks

		7 to 12 Marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		10.87

		10

		37

		31

		22





Question 2: Development:


This question required the candidates to draw the development of an oblique cone truncated by an ellipse.


A limited number of candidates did not draw the diagram with the correct given dimensions.   


Though the major and minor axes were given, some candidates failed to draw the ellipse.  Some candidates used the circle for the major axis to truncate the oblique cone.  It seems that a large number of candidates did not understand the question and constructed the curve of interpenetration in the plan without this being requested.  


Some candidates mistook the right cone for that of an oblique cone, for they drew the generators on the plan, from the base to the centre of the circle instead of joining the generators from the base of the cone to the apex.  This produced an incorrect solution.


The majority of candidates were not able to find the true lengths of the oblique cone properly and some candidates treated the oblique cone as if it were a right cone when drawing the surface development.  A few candidates constructed the true lengths of the generators but did not use them when constructing the surface development of the oblique cone. Some candidates presented the wrong half of the surface development.  The symmetry symbol was rarely used and some candidates constructed the complete surface development instead of the requested part.  Some candidates located the points on the development and joined these points by using straight lines instead of curves.   Not all candidates presented the top and bottom truncations on the development correctly, using the lengths from the true lengths.


		Average

		1 to 6 Marks

		7 to 12 Marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		6.53

		36

		25

		5

		34
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Question 3: Interpenetration:


This question was the least popular question with the lowest average marks in section A implying a poor knowledge of the topic by the majority of candidates.  Candidates were asked to draw the lines of intersection between two solids; a square based pyramid and a triangular prism.


Some candidates were not able to copy the auxiliary view, while others left it out completely, ignoring what was stated in the question and tried to complete the rest of the question without the use of the auxiliary view.


Many candidates managed to draw the front elevation and plan of both solids.  The majority of the candidates preferred to use the generator method to solve the line of intersection between the two solids.  Very few candidates adopted the horizontal section (slicing) method.  Some candidates drew the generators in the auxiliary but forgot to transfer these generators onto the plan and the front elevation.  A number of candidates only drew the generators on one side of the plan and front elevation resulting in a wrong construction.  Only a limited number of candidates transferred the points on the respective generators.   Few candidates used the ridge points and only a limited number of others drew the hidden detail properly.


The few candidates who decided to adopt the horizontal section method to obtain the lines of intersection did not produce a satisfactory solution. 


		Average

		1 to 6 Marks

		7 to 12 Marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		5.85

		39

		19

		2

		40





Question 4: Forces:


In this question the candidates were required to find the equilibrant of five non-concurrent forces acting on a given square ABCD.  


Some candidates didn’t copy the space diagram using the required scale.  Others used Bow’s notation in all parts of the solution showing a poor understanding of the graphical statistics method used.  


Some candidates did not use the proper scale to draw the force diagram whilst others used a load line instead of a force diagram.  Letters on the space diagram were mixed with the letters used for Bow’s Notation and a few didn’t manage to draw all the forces on the force diagram.  This part of the question was constructed properly by the majority of candidates. However, some candidates mixed the direction of the resultant with the direction of the equilibrant which was required.  Some candidates gave the direction of the equilibrant to the vertical and not to the horizontal as required.


Only a limited number of candidates constructed the last part of this question, namely finding the location of the equilibrant by using a polar diagram and copying the lines on the space diagram thus constructing the link polygon.


		Average

		1 to 6 Marks

		7 to 12 Marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		8.16

		20

		39

		9

		32





Question 5: Solids In Contact:


Two spheres resting on the horizontal plane and in mutual contact with each other were presented and a right cone was to be placed touching both spheres.  The cone had to be placed so as to be visible in the front elevation.  The points of contact had to be clearly indicated. 


Accuracy and neatness in this subject is very important, especially in this type of question. Proper pencils with thin leads are recommended; some candidates used thick pencils resulting in an incorrect construction of the points of contact.  Candidates not familiar with solids in contact, started by drawing the spheres and cone on the plan and projecting the necessary lines and points of contacts to the front elevation.  This resulted in an incorrect solution.    Some candidates failed to show and project the points of contact, on both views.  


Some candidates started by drawing the cone first and got confused when trying to place the spheres around it, resulting in an incorrect answer.  A number of candidates tried to solve the question by constructing an auxiliary view, but abandoned the question finding this method rather time consuming.  Some candidates constructed the cone on both sides of both spheres in the front elevation and then forgot to project the location of the cone and the point of contact to the plan.  A limited number of candidates found the position for the cone on the plan without showing the adequate construction lines on the front elevation.


The hidden detail was drawn properly by a minor number of candidates whilst others did not interpret the position of the spheres and the cone properly in conjunction with the hidden detail. 


		Average

		1 to 6 Marks

		7 to 12 Marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		6.17

		44

		20

		5

		31





SECTION B


One question had to be attempted.


Question No. 6. Machine drawing


A pictorial drawing together with detailed drawings of an adjustable bearing were presented in this question.  Candidates had to read the requirements of the question carefully, analyse the information given, study the instructions and make a reasonable attempt to present a decent sectional elevation of the assembled components.  When attempting questions dealing with machine drawings, candidates are to be familiar with the BS/ISO drawing standards, for unfortunately some solutions presented by the candidates did not conform to these recommendations.  This is a common mistake repeated frequently, even in previous years.


Although the details of the web on the adjustable bearing base were shown clearly in the illustration, some candidates were not able to draw correctly the sectional elevation of the base plate.  The regulations regarding sectioning states that;


i)  If a web is cut along the axis, where the profile of the web is visible, the web is not 


    sectioned


ii) If the web is cut across the axis, where the thickness of the web is visible, it is 


    shown sectioned.

The section plane was shown passing through the axis of the two vertical posts and some candidates were not aware that these two posts were not to be drawn hatched but shown as an outside view.


Many candidates failed to notice that the bearing bracket and bushes were to be shown hatched at a different angle.  The recommended angle for hatching lines is 45º, using equally spaced thin lines.  A significant number of candidates still draw hatching lines at 30º and 60º.  Some candidates were not able to demonstrate their ability to read and evaluate engineering design drawings.  Weakness in knowledge regarding the standard regulations was apparent.


		Average

		1 to11 marks

		12  to 23 marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		19.54

		2

		37

		2

		49





Question No. 7. Isometric view


An illustration of a bracket accompanied the question.  This was included to aid the candidates visualize better the hidden details shown in the given orthographic views.  The bracket was machined so as to slide onto a hexagonal bar.  Instructions how to present the isometric view of the component were clear and no scale was required.


It was clear that some candidates are still attempting this type of question, without drawing the crate first so that the orientation and space to be used is established.  The vertical web was drawn without any difficulty, but the horizontal web created some problems to the candidates and they lost marks for drawing the web incorrectly.


The rectangular plate of the bracket shown at an angle in the orthographic view was not plotted correctly on the isometric view.  Sloping lines on the orthographic views are easily located by using the x and y co-ordinates.  The note instructing candidates to leave construction lines showing how the solution is obtained was completely ignored.  The presentation was poor and untidy on many scripts.          


		Average

		1 to11 marks

		12  to 23 marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		18.23

		6

		44

		3

		47





SECTION C


Question No. 8.


One question had to be attempted


This question tested the candidates' ability to create visual elements to illustrate and clarify a written text.  The candidates were given a drawing and a written text which describe a situation where a computer operator was experiencing muscle fatigue due to bad posture.  The factors which led to the fatigue were specified graphically in the given drawing while suggested improvements were indicated in the written design brief.  The candidates were asked to design a poster which illustrates the ideal posture that minimises strains and pains.  


Nearly half of the candidates opted to answer this question.  The average mark was 16 out of 24 marks.  The lowest mark was 7 and the highest was 21.  Most of the lower marks can be attributed to incomplete solutions due to lack of time left at the candidates' disposition.  Other marks were lost for the following reasons:


· Lack of drawing skills and improper proportions especially when depicting the human figure.


· Untidy rendering which spoils the underlying line drawing.


· Lack of generation of ideas at the preparatory drawing stage.


· Careless use of lettering.


· Unnecessary details which distract the viewer from the main message.


· Some candidates simply copied excerpts of the design brief to make the written analysis.


		Average

		1 to11 marks

		12  to 23 marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		16.02

		8

		43

		0

		49





Question No. 9.


The candidates were given a plan view and a front view of a room corner that was to be converted into a home office.  Isometric views of the proposed furniture were also given. The candidates were asked to produce an estimated two-point perspective drawing of the proposed room conversion.  


Less than 40% of the candidates attempted this question.  Some solutions were very good and it is evident that some candidates had extensive training in this topic.  Other candidates however, found difficulty in producing a two-point perspective and produced a single-point perspective drawing instead, thus losing valuable marks.  The average mark was 16.  The following is a list of shortcomings, which were noticed:


· Some candidates were not familiar with the two-point perspective drawing and tried to improvise and experiment during the examination.  This resulted in a confused outcome.


· Other candidates did not know the perspective rule that as tiles recede, they appear smaller and divided the sides of the room into equal divisions.


· There were a small number of candidates who used the revolved plan method to project the perspective drawing.  Although this method is accepted, the resulting drawing will be too small and less accurate than the perspective grid method.


A few candidates drew an isometric projection of the room and lost a lot of marks.


		Average

		1 to11 marks

		12  to 23 marks

		Full Marks

		Not Attempted



		16.28

		8

		27

		1

		64
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